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Abstract 
The purpose of this research is to develop a MIMO tuning method that can be easily used 
by a non-control expert. The method will be based on MIMO identification and robust 
control design and it will be applied to a high-precision wafer stage motion. Simulations 
will be developed to evaluate the performance of the obtained controller and to finish a 
comparison with Multi-loop SISO PID controllers and with ~controllers will be 
discussed. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

Although many linear multi-input multi-output (MIMO) control methodologies have 
been developed in the last three decades, most controllers in industrial and engineering 
systems are still the classical PID loops. The reasons because multi-loop SISO (PID) 
controllers are still the most widespread for controlling MIMO plants, are the followings: 

SISO controller design is well understood. The controller can be built from a 
series connection of simple filters that are easily tuned in the frequency domain 
by manual loop shaping, using Bode and Nyquist plots. 

Manual fine-tuning on-site is easy due to the transparency of the controller 
parameterization. 

Plant model is not needed. A measured frequency response function suffices 

Multi-loop SISO controllers are straightforward to implement 

The performance is often satisfactory. In combination with a simple decoupling 
controller this even holds for many MIMO plants. 

But with performance requirements becoming tighter there is a growing need for 
advanced controllers. One of the reasons that MIMO controllers are not widely used is its 
high cost in design and in maintenance. At present a MIMO controller can only be 
developed and maintained by an engineer with a high academic degree in control. 

The purpose of this research is to develop an MIMO tuning method that can be easily 
used by a non-control expert. The basic idea is to combine MIMO identification and 
robust control design. In identification, nominal model and upper error bounds will be 
obtained from open loop or closed loop test data using the software Ta-Ji ID 3.2. Based 
on the model and error bounds, a controller will be designed using robust control theory, 
concretely Hoo theory. Its performance and robustness will be evaluated by simulation and 
by robust analysis. The work will focus on the controller design part. Simulation studies 
will be performed to evaluate the developed methods for certain systems. In particular 
multiple dimensional servo control problem will be studied. 
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Introduction 

A comparison among the MIMO controllers (Hoo and Jl) Multi-loop SISO Pills will be 
done to study the advantages and improvements of MIMO controllers versus multi-loop 
SISO controllers if there are some improvements. 

The outline of the report is presented here. In the chapter 2 and 3 there is the theory 
related with the project. In chapter 2 you find a summarize of MIMO identification 
theory and in the chapter 3 robust control theory. The chapter 4 is dedicated to explain 
the developed method to get the controller and the application on a high-precision wafer 
stage motion. I finish the report discussing the conclusions of the project in chapter 5 and 
moreover there is an appendix where you can find the matlab files and a small help to use 
the programs developed. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Multivariable System Identification 

2.1. Introduction 

A system is a collection of objects arranged in an ordered form to serve some purpose. 
Everything not belonging to the system is part of the environment. One may characterize 
the system by input - output (cause and effect) relations. What constitutes a system 
depends on the point of view of the observer. 

A process is a processing plant that serves to manufacture homogeneous material or 
energy products. From a control point of view, different kinds of variables in a process 
interact and produce observable variables. The observable variables of interest to us are 
usually called outputs. The process is also affected by external variables that can be 
manipulated by us, this are called inputs of the process. Other external variables are 
called disturbances. There are two kinds of disturbances, the measured disturbances and 
the unmeasured disturbances. A process is dynamic when the current output value 
depends on the input and the earlier outputs values. 

A model is a representation of the essential aspects of a system (process), which presents 
knowledge of that system (process) in a usable form. There are many types of models. 
For the application of modem systems and control theory, it is necessary to use 
mathematical models that describe the relationships among the system variables in terms 
of the difference or differential equations. A system may be represented in many different 
ways and, therefore, may have many mathematical models. 

System identification is the field of mathematical modeling of systems from test or 
experimental data; in technical words it is the determination on the basis of input and 
output, of a model within specified class models, to which the system under test is 
equivalent in terms of a criterion. Therefore three basic entities are involved in system 
identification: the data, the model set and the criterion for model estimation. The input
output data are usually collected from an identification test or experiment that is designed 
to make the measured data maximally informative about the system properties that are of 
interest to the user. A set of candidate models is obtained by specifying their common 
properties: a suitable model is searched for within this set. When the data are available 
and the model set is determined, the next step is to find the best model in this set. To 
achieve this, an error criterion (loss function) is specified for model parameter estimation. 
The values of the parameters are determined by minimizing the loss function. The next 
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step is model validation; it is for testing if the estimated model is sufficiently good for the 
future use of the model. Initially it's better to do a check to see if the model agrees with 
the a priori knowledge of the system. After that, a check to see if the model can fit the 
test or experimental data well, using data sequence that has no been used in model 
estimation. The final validation of the model is the application of the model. 

To summarize, the system identification procedure has the following basic steps: 

1. Identification test or experiments 

2. Model order/structure selection 

3. Parameter estimation 

4. Model validation 

2.2. MIMO models 

In this section we are going to explain discrete-time MIMO models. 

Given a discrete-time linear time-invariant process with m inputs, p outputs, we can 
describe the relation between the inputs and the outputs by impulse responses and 
convolutions: 

-
y(t) =I GKu(t- k ), t = 1,2,3, ..... (2.2.1) 

K=O 

Where y(t) is the p-dimensional output vector and u(t) is them-dimensional input vector 
at sampling instant t; GK is a sequence of pxm matrices which form the discrete time 
impulse response. Using the unit time delay operator q-1 we obtain: 

y(t) = G(q)u(t) (2.2.2.) 

-
where G(q) =I GKq-* is called the transfer operator or transfer function of the MIMO 

K=l 

process. 

If the process is finite dimensional, then each entry of the transfer operator matrix G(q) 
can be written as a rational function in the form of 

(2.2.3.) 

(2.2.4.) 
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Multivariable System Identification 

This form is not convenient for identification and also not suitable for controller design. 
For the purpose of identification, a suitable description of a MIMO process is a set of 
difference equations as follows: 

(2.2.5.) 

Where At (pxp), An (pxp), Bo (mxp), B1 (mxp), .. . , Bn (mxp) are constant matrices. 

Using the unit delay operator q-1
, we write: 

A(q )y(t) = B(q )u(t) (2.2.6) 

Where A(q) and B(q) are polynomial matrices: 

A(q)=l+A~q-1 + ... +Anq-n, 

B(q) = Bo + B~q-1 + ... + Bnq-n 

Comparing the expressions we have: 

G(q)= A(qt B(q) (2.2.7) 

Provided that A(q) is invertible. Expressing the transfer operator matrix by the two 
polynomial matrices is called matrix fraction description (MFD). 

Unlike the SISO case, for a given process the representation * is in general not unique 
even when we fix the leading coefficient matrix A(q) at I. Therefore some special forms 
of representations (canonical forms) are needed in order to have unique models of a given 
process; and model uniqueness is a necessary condition for an identification algorithm to 
find a meaningful solution. Canonical forms for MIMO processes are often regarded as 
difficult. This difficulty can be avoided by using one of the simplest canonical forms, 
diagonal form MDF, The diagonal form MDF of a given G(q) is: 

A(q)= 

All (q) 

0 

0 

0 

B(q)= (2.2.8) 

Where A11(q), . .. ,App(q) are all monic polynomials with relevant degrees, and the degrees 
of Bit(q), ... , Btm(q) are equal or less than that of Aii(q). Under this arrangement, an m
input, p-output process is decoupled into p m-input single output subprocesses 
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(2.2.9) 

APP (q )y P (t) = Bpi (q )u1 (t) + ... + B pm (q )um (t) 

Any given transfer operator of a physical process can be written in the diagonal form 
MDF. This form has many advantages for use in identification: 

It is simple to comprehend 

Model structure selection becomes order selection for each MISO sub model. This 
reduces the complexity of the problem and makes the identification of large-scale 
process identification possible. 

All the identification algorithms developed for SISO processes can be generalized 
for MIMO processes. 

Delay correction can be done for each single transfer operator. 

One possible disadvantage is that the diagonal form MDF of a given process is not 
always minimal but this problem can be solved using some model reduction techniques. 

2.4. Identification test design 

The problem of test design will be superficially treated regarding the model will be used 
in control. The purpose of the identification test for control is to excite and to collect 
relevant information about the process dynamic and its environment. To carry out 
identification test one needs a controller configuration with the list of input, output and 
feedforward variables. The design of a good identification test needs some a priori 
knowledge of the process such as the dominant time constant, bandwidth of the 
dynamics, and disturbance characteristics. If we don't have this information we can 
obtain it by doing some preliminary tests like: 

Free run tests 

Step test or staircase test 

White noise test 

See [ 1] for more detail. 

2.4.1. Test signal for final test 

Two aspects are important in selecting test signals in process control, the first is the shape 
or waveform of the signal and the second is its power spectrum or frequency content 
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Signal waveform 

For a given signal power, we desire a small amplitude (small crest factor). Normally used 
signals are binary signals (smallest crest factor equal to 1), filtered white noise and 
multiple sinusoids. 

Signal frequency content 

It can be shown that the model error distribution in the frequency domain is affected by 
the spectrum of the test signal. Therefore, the test signal spectrum can be used as a design 
variable that can be optimized with respect to control performance. 

There are four types of test signals: 

Pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) 

Generalized binary noise (GBN) 

Filtered white noise or ARMA 

Sum of sinusoids 

The mean value of the test signal should be zero. 

2.4.2. Test for model identification, final test 

There are two different ways to do the final test: Open-loop test and closed lop test. For 
some processes, open-loop test can cause production loss or safety problems. In this case, 
on has to carry out identification tests in closed loop. Besides the closed loop 
identification has many advantages: 

Reduce the disturbance to process operation 

Easy to carry out because it doesn' t need manual control 

Better model for control 

2.5. Asymptotic Theory 

2.5.1. Introduction 

Now it is the time to answer a big question: How can we solve the four problems of 
identification for control in a systematic manner? 

In the previous decade, robust control theory has been proposed and developed. The 
advantage of robust control is its capability to cope with modeling errors in the analysis 
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and design of control systems. In order to apply robust control theory, one needs not only 
a nominal process model, but also a suitable description of the modeling errors. Many 
methods have been proposed for quantifying error bounds of identified models. 

We are going to introduce the asymptotic method (ASYM), which provides systematic 
solutions to the four identification problems. Using this method one can estimate not only 
an accurate parametric model of the process but also an upper bound of the model errors 
in the frequency domain. The basic steps of the method consist of a high order model 
estimation and model order reduction. 

2.5.2. MIMO version of the asymptotic theory 

Consider a linear time-invariant discrete-time process with m inputs p outputs: 

y(t) = G0 (q )u(t) + v(t) with v(t) = H 0 (q )e(t) (2.5.1) 

Where e(t) is a p dimensional white noise and H0(q) is the pxp disturbance filter matrix 
which is stable an minimum phase. 

The frequency response matrix of the process is defined as: 

~ 

Go(e;"')= Lg~e-iwk -n$w$n (2.5.2) 
k=l 

If we have a parameterized prediction error model 

y(t) = G(q,B)u(t) + H(q,B)~(t) (2.5.3) 

Then determine the parameters in 8 by minimizing the loss function 

1 N 
-I~T (t,B) ~(t,B) 
N t=I 

(2.5.4) 

where ~(t, 8) is the prediction error vector 

~(t,B) = y(t)- y(t/8) = H-1(q,8)[y(t)-G(q,8)u(t)] (2.5.6) 

After the parameter estimation, the transfer function estimates of the process and the 
disturbance are denoted as: 

(2.5.7) 

Here superscript n denotes the model order and the subscript N is to emphasize that N 
data samples are used for the estimation. 
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Given (2.5.1.) and (2.5.7) Assume that the degree n fulfills: 

n ~ oo as N ~ oo and n 2 IN ~ 0 as N ~ oo 

and the input is persistently exciting with any finite order, so that 

Where a min(.) denotes the smallest singular value of the given matrix. 

Suppose that the global minima are obtained in the minimization of the loss function 
(6.1.5) for all nand N. Then we get the next result: 

(2.5.8.) 

(2.5.9) 

lim.!. Pn (w) = [<I>(w)r ®<I> v (w) 
n--+oo n 

(2.5.10) 

And R is the covariance of the white noise e(t), col(.) denotes the vector operator on a 
matrix, and ®denotes the Kronecker product. 

For an open loop experiment we have <I> ue ( w) = <I> eu ( w) = 0, and hence 

(2.5.11.) 

(2.5.12.) 

2.5.3. Asymptotic method 

The method is presented in the order of test design, estimation, order selection and model 
validation. 

A diagonal form is recommended. 
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Parameter estimation 

Step 1: estimation of a high order ARX model: 

A(q )y(t) = B(q )u(t) + e(t) 

After the estimation we have 

G~ (q)= A~'(q)BN (q) 

fi ~ ( q) = A~' ( q) 
<D( w) = A~' k"' )RA~T (eiw) 

Step 2: model reduction 

(2.5.13) 

(2.5.14) 

According to the previous section we know that the high order estimates of transfer 
functions are mutually independent, and each transfer function follows a Gaussian 
distribution with a variance 

(2.5.15.) 

It is not difficult to see that the negative lo-likelihood function for the i-th sub-model is: 

(2.5.16.) 

The minimization of this loss function needs a numerical nonlinear search algorithm. 

For an open-loop test 

(2.5.17) 

Model order/structure selection 

Denote li as the order of the i-th model, then [1 1, ... , lp] determines the structure of the 
diagonal form MIMO model. 

For the i-th MISO model: Perform model reduction with various orders and select the 
order, h, such that in the frequency range which is important for control: the following 
relation holds: 

(2.5.18) 
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Equivalently the following criterion can be minimized 

Deriving an upper bound matrix for model validation 

We can define a 3cr bound for {c~kw )-a; (eiw )} as 

(2.5.19) 

(2.5.20) 

Because model reduction will in general improve model accuracy, this bound can also be 
used for the reduced model. 

The error matrix of the reduced model is the following: 

(2.5.21) 

Then we have an upper bound matrix 

(2.5.22) 

where 

(2.5.23) 

such that 

!L\(eiw l ~ L\ij(w )for all i,j w.p. 99.9% (2.5.24) 

The upper bound can be used in robust stability/ performance analysis. 

2.6.Software to achieve the process identification: Tai-ji ID 3.2 

Tai-Ji ID 3.2 is a software package for multivariable process identification. The package 
carries out identification automatically from test signal design to model validation. 
Process data collected from both open loop and closed-loop operations can be used. Tai
Ji ID is developed for model based process control including model predictive control 
(MPC) and linear robust control. It can also be used for product quality prediction 
(inferential modelling) and model based data analysis and diagnosis. 
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A robust PID auto-tuner is included for the tuning of regulatory control loops. The PID 
tuner is based on closed - loop identification and IMC (internal model control) tuning 
method. 

Tai-Ji ID 3.2 provides systematic solutions to all the four problems of identification. The 
method supplies input/output and unmeasured disturbance models which are most 
accurate for the given data (maximum likehood estimates). Modeling errors are described 
by an upper error bound matrix, which is used for model validation and for controller 
robustness analysis. Tai-Ji ID 3.2 uses the asymptotic theory (ASYM). 

2.6.1. Model identification with Tai-Ji ID 

The actual identification procedures are carried out automatically in Tai-Ji ID. The 
identification computation includes parameter estimation, order selection and model 
validation. 

When the computation is finished, three windows will open sequentially in order to show 
the identification results: model step responses, frequency responses and upper error 
bounds and signal fit for each controlled variables. 

The identified model is saved in .mat file <SesName >.qck 

We can convert the model to space state format. 

The final state space model is saved in <SesName >.ssm 

2.6.2. PID Tuning 

A robust PID auto-tuner is included. The tuner is based on closed-loop identification and 
IMC (internal model control) tuning method. Various industrial controller formats are 
provided. This is a very useful tool for tuning regulatory control loops. 

The only tuning parameter is the closed-loop reference time constant 

Only SISO problem can use PID tuner. 

The file created is <CVname>.pid , a file in text format that contains parameters of 
continuous-time plus delay model of the model and PID parameters in various formats. 

For more information, see [5]. 
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Chapter 3 

3. Robust Control Theory 

3.1. What is robust control? 

In classical feedback control systems design we depart from an enough accuracy system 
model of the plant to be controlled, that we get by mean of an identification process. With 
this design methods we obtain control systems with good characteristics of disturbance 
rejection and tracking. However sometimes we don't have an enough accuracy system 
models or the dynamic of the system changes if the operation point changes or if the time 
derives. Then we need to develop robust control systems, it means systems that can stand 
changes (variability) in the plant or uncertainties and the closed loop system will have a 
secured minimal behavior although the characteristics of the plant derive. 

The control of systems with uncertainty belongs to the field of robust control discipline. 

In the eighty's decade a lot of theories were developed, such as H~ control theory (closed 

loop gain fitting), LTR method (open loop gain fitting), IMC design method, f.L 
analysis/synthesis theory, etc. A definition of robust control could be stated as: 

Design a controller such that some level of performance of the controlled system, is 
guaranteed irrespective of changes in the plant dynamics within a predefined class. 

disturbance 

ref + 

Figure 3.1 . Simple block scheme of a controlled system 

noise 
sensor 

Consider a simple representation of a controlled system in Figure 3.1 . 

We should design the control block C to obtain the following goals and constraints: 
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Stability: The closed loop system should be stable 

Tracking: The real output should follow the reference signal 

Disturbance rejection: The output should be free of the influences of the 
disturbing noise 

Sensor noise rejection: The noise introduced by the sensor should not affect the 
output 

Avoidance of actuator saturation: The actuator should not become saturated but 
has to operate as a linear transfer 

Robustness: If the real dynamics of the process change by an amount ~p, the 
performance of the system should not deteriorate to an unacceptable level. 

One cannot get at the same time all these requirements because some of them are 
contradictories. So the final controller can only be a compromise. 

The main control goal is that the designed controller works successfully when we implant 
it into the real process. We can split this goal into several small goals: 

Nominal stability: It means that the closed loop system will be stable for given or 
nominal work conditions. 

Nominal performance: We also want that the system will have a suitable or 
optimal behavior related with a cost function. 

Robust stability: Other constraint is that the closed loop system will be stable for 
all the set of possible plants that we might have because of the model uncertainty 
of the plant. 

Robust performance: If we also desire that the control system fulfill some 
performance specifications not only for the nominal operating point but also for 
all the set of possible plants we are talking about robust performance. 

The true process dynamic is given by: 

~rue= p + ~p (3.1.1) 

Where P = nominal model and ~p = Additive model perturbation 

The main factors that cause the modeling errors are the following: 

14 

Unmodelled dynamics: The nominal model P will generally be taken linear, time
invariant and low order. So we are avoiding non-linear behaviors, time delays, 
etc. 
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Modifications of the operating point of the plant regarding the nominal model: 
For example varying loads, time variance, manufacturing variance 

Inaccuracies in the parameters: We have to measure or identify the 
characteristics of the real process and it cannot be done without an error. 

Actuators and sensors 

These factors can be grouped in two sets: 

Structured uncertainties. 

Parametric uncertainties. 

If we know beforehand the cause of the uncertainty we can distinguish: 

Unstructured uncertainties: We only know the there are discrepancies between 
the model and the real plant and we also know the size of the uncertainty. Model 
uncertainty is expressed only in terms of the upper bounds on errors of frequency 
responses. 

Structured uncertainties: Apart from an upper bound on the modeling errors, 
also the specific structure in uncertainty of parameters is taken into account. 

3.2. Fundamental control relations 

Now we are going to analyze the control goals in more detail and define the relevant 
transfer functions. We will see how some groups of control aims are in conflict with each 
other. To start with we reconsider the block scheme shown in Figure3.2. 

r 
Controller Plo nt d disturbcnce 

+ 1-----..--....... y output 

+ measurement 
noiae 

Figure 3.2. Simple control structure 

The constraints can be listed as stability, robust stability and avoidance of actuator 
saturation. One wants to optimize aims like disturbance reduction and good tracking 
without introducing too much effects of the sensor noise and get robustness performance 
against model errors. 
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3.2.1 Stability 

The closed loop system is required to be stable, it means that nowhere in the closed loop 
system, so finite disturbance can cause other signals in the loop to grow to infinity. Ergo 
all transfer functions have to be checked on possible unstable poles. 

3.2.2 Disturbance reduction 

We want to decrease the effect of the disturbance d on the output y, to show how to get 
this we study the transfer function between the output and the disturbance: 

y =PC(!+ PCt(r-1J)+ (I+ PCtd (3.2.1) 

Where S = (1 +Pet is called Sensitivity 

If we want to decrease the effect of the disturbance d on the output y, we have to choose 
C such the sensitivity Sis small in the frequency band where d has most of its power or 
where the disturbance is most disturbing. 

3.2.3. Tracking 

We want that the output track the reference signal with a small error at least in some 
tracking band. 

The tracking error e in the system is: 

e = r- y =(I+ Pet (r-d)+ PC(!+ PCt1J (3.2.2) 

(e is the real tracking error not the measured tracking error u = r- y -17 ). 

We have to keep S small in both the disturbance and tracking band. 

3.2.4. Sensor noise avoidance 

We don't want to introduce too much sensor noise effects. 

We may as well study the effect of 1J on the tracking error in the previous equation 

e = S(r-d)+T1J (3.2.3) 

Where T =PC(!+ Pet is called the Complementary Sensitivity because of the relation 

S+T=l (3.2.4) 
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If we don't want to introduce too much sensor noise effects we should keep T small , but 
if T is small S is big, this means that we will have bad tracking and disturbance. So we 
have to become to a compromise. 

3.2.5. Actuator saturation avoidance 

The input signal of the actuator, x should be restricted to the input range of the actuator to 
avoid saturation. 

The relation among x and all exogenous inputs is shown: 

x = C(I + Pct(r -17-d) (3.2.5.) 

Where R = C(I + PC t is called Control Sensitivity 

In order to keep x small enough we have to make sure that the control sensitivity R is 
small in the bands of r, 1] and d. 

3.2.6. Robust Stability 

If the design control system with the nominal model is stable, now we are also interested 
in if the system keeps on stable for the set of possible plants. 

In order to analyze this we have the small gain theorem that give us a sufficient 
condition that guarantee the robust stability of the system. 

Small gain theorem 

Given the system shown in the figure where M and !1 are square and stable systems then 
the closed loop system will be stable if 

IILWII <1 (3.2.6) 

If we are talking about time invariant and lineal systems the condition is the following: 

17 

VwE 9\ a(!1(Jw)M (jw)) < 1 

a(!1CJw))a(MCJw))<l 'V'wE 9{ 

(3.2.7.) 

(3.2.8.) 

(3.2.9.) 
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-
- J/ 

Figure3.3. Small gain configuration 

M(s) is the system view for the uncertainty ~(s) and it is called Interconnection system 
due to the fact of it connect the input and the output of the uncertainty. In order to 
analyze the robustness of the system it only interests how the uncertainty sees the system. 

3.2. 7. Performance robustness 

Till now, all aims could be grouped around either the sensitivity S or the complementary 
sensitivity. Once we have optimized some balanced criterion in both S and T and thus 
obtained a nominal performance, we wish that this performance is kept more or less, 
irrespective of the inevitable model errors. Consequently, performance robustness 
requires that S and T change only slightly, if P is close to the true transfer Pt. We can 
analyze the relative errors in these quantities for SISO plants: 

Sf- S = (1 + ~ct'- (1 + PCt' = _ ~p PC = -~T 
sf (1+~ct' P (1+PC) 

(3.2.10) 

I; -T = ~C(1+ ~Ct' -PC(1+PCt' = M !._ 1 ""'M 

T; ~C(l+~Ct' P ~ (l+PC) 
(3.2.11) 

As a result we note that in order to keep the relative change in S small we have to take the 
product of ~ and T small. The smaller error bound is the greater T can we afford and vice 
versa. 

3.3. Signals, systems and norms 

3.3.1. Introduction 

Previously we defined the concepts of sensitivity and complementary sensitivity and we 
expressed the desire to keep both of these transfer functions 'small' in a frequency band 
of interest. Now we will quantify in a more precise way what 'small' means. We will 
quantify the size of a signal and the size of a system. 
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We consider input-output systems and define the induced norm of an input-output 
mapping. The Hoo norm of a system is defined and interpreted for single input single 
output systems, as well as for multivariable systems. 

3.3.2. Signal norms 

Continuous time signals 

The most important norms are defined as follows: 

llsiL =max supls; (t ~ 
1 tET 

(3.3.1 ) 

list = {tT is(t ~p r P (3.3.2) 

The most important normed linear signal spaces of continuous time signals are the 
following: 

L~ (T) = {s : T ~ W I lis !I_ < oo} 
L2 (T)={s : T~Wiiisll 2 <oo} 

Discrete time signals 

(3.3.3.) 

(3.3.4.) 

The most important norms associated with s are the infinity norm and the p-norm. They 
are defined as follows: 

lls!L =max supjs; (t ~ 
1 tET 

(3.3.5.) 

llsl, ={~ ls(t)' r (3.3.6.) 

The most important normed linear signal spaces of discrete time signals are the 
following: 

f ~ (T) = {s : T ~ WI iisll_ < oo} 
f 2 (T) = {s : T ~WI !isi1

2 
< oo} 

3.3.3. Systems and system norms 

(3.3.7.) 

(3.3 .8.) 

A system is any setS of signals. In engineering applications, it is good tradition to depict 
input-output systems as 'blocks'. The mathematical analog of such a 'block' is a function 
or an operator H mapping inputs u taken from an input space U to output signals y 
belonging to an output space Y. We write 
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H: U---) Y 

Of course, there are many ways to represent input-output mappings. We will be 
particularly interested in (input-output) mappings defined by convolutions and those 
defined by transfer functions. We first consider single input single output continuous 
time systems with time set T = R and turn to the multi variable case in the next section. In 
a (continuous time) convolution system, an input signal uE U is transformed to an output 
signal y = H(u) according to the convolution 

y(t) = (Hu)(t) = (h * u)(t) = [ h(t -r)u(r)dr (3 .3.9) 

where h : R ---) R is a function called the convolution kernel. In system theoretic 
language, h is usually referred to as the impulse response of the system, as the output y is 
equal to h whenever the input u is taken to be a Dirac impulse u(t) = b(t) . Obviously, H 
defines a linear map and for this reason the corresponding input-output system is also 
called linear. Moreover, it defines a time-invariant system in the sense that H maps the 
time shifted input signal u(t - tO) to the time shifted output y(t- tO). 

The H ... norm of a system 

LetT be a continuous time set. If we assume that the impulse response h: R ---) R satisfies 

llhll = [Jh(t ~t < oo, then H is a stable system in the sense that bounded inputs produce 

bounded outputs. Thus, under this condition, 

H: L~(T)~ L~(T) 

and we can define the L ... -induced norm of H as 

(3.3.10) 

under the same condition, H also defines a mapping from energy signals to energy 
signals, i.e. 

with the corresponding L2-induced norm 

(3.3.11) 

Theorem:Let T = R or R+ be the time set and let H be defined by (3.3.9). Suppose that 
hEL 1• Then 
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(3.3 .12) 

2. The L2-induced norm of His given by jjHjj(2•2) = ~aRxlh( w ~ (3 .3 .13) 

The transfer function associated with (3.3 .9.) is the Laplace transform of the impulse 

response h. This object will be denoted by H(s). Formally, 

H (s) = [ h(t )e -·'1 dt (3.3.15) 

where the complex variables is assumed to belong to an area of the complex plane where 
the above integral is finite and well defined. The Laplace transforms of signals are 
defined in a similar way a d we have that 

y=h*u ¢=}y(w)=h(w)u(w)¢=}Y(s)=H(s)u(s) (3.3.16) 

If the Laplace transform exists in an area of the complex plane, which includes the 

imaginary axis, then the Fourier transform is simply h( w) = H (Jw) 

Definition Let H(s) be the transfer function of a stable single input single output system 

with frequency response h( w ~.The H .... norm of H, denotedjjHII~ is the number 

IIHt = maxlh(w~ 
..e91 

(3.3.17) 

The H .... norm of a SISO transfer function has therefore the interpretation of the maximal 

peak in the bode diagram of the frequency response h of the system. The previous 
theorem therefore states that: 

(3 .3.18) 

It means that the induced norm of His equal to the H .... norm of the transfer function H(s). 

3.3.4 Multivariable generalizations 

In the previous section we introduced various norms to measure the relative size of a 
single input single output system. In this section we generalize these measures for 
multivariable systems.Throughout this section we will consider an input-output system 
with m inputs and p outputs as in Figure 5.3. 
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•'I t I 
!!~ ---+!~._ __ ' _/ _ __,~-----: ~~~ 

Figure 3.3: A multivariable system. 

The convolution representation of such a system: 

y(t)=(Hu)(t)=(h*u)(t)= [h(t-r)u(r)dr 

Where h(t) is now, for every tE 9\, a real matrix of dimension pxm. The transfer function 
associated with this system is the Laplace transform of hand is the function 

Thus H(s) has dimension pxm for every sEC. If we assume that the system is stable, H 
defines an operator 

The singular value decomposition 

Let HE Rpxm be a given matrix. Then H maps any vector u E R'" to a vector y = Hu in RP 
according to the usual matrix multiplication. 

A singular value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix HE Rpxm is a decomposition 

and 

H = y suT, where 

Y E Rpxpis orthogonal, i.e. YTY= Y yT = lp, 

u E Rmxm is orthogonal, i.e. uT u = UUT = Im. 

(L' 0) IE Rpxm is diagonal, i.e. L = 
0 0 

where 

L
1 = diag(0'1, •• • , 0' ,) 

Every matrix H has such decomposition. The ordered positive numbers 
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are uniquely defined and are called the singular values of H. 

The singular value decomposition and the singular values of a matrix have a simple and 
straightforward interpretation in terms of the 'gains' and the so-called 'principal 
directions' of H. For this, it is most convenient to view the matrix as a linear operator 
acting on vectors uE Rm and producing vectors y i= Hu E RP according to the usual 
matrix multiplication. 

Let H = Y SUT be a singular value decomposition of Hand suppose that them x m matrix 
U = (ut, u2, ... , um) and the p x p matrix Y = (yt, y2, ... , yp) where ui and Yi are the 
columns of U andY respectively, i.e., 

with i = 1, 2, . .. , m and j = 1, . . . , p. Since U is an orthogonal matrix, the vectors 
{ui}i=1, ... m constitute an orthonormal basis for Rm. Similarly, the vectors {yj}j=l, ... p 
constitute an orthonormal basis for RP. Moreover, since u ~ u; is zero except when i = j (in 

which caseuJ u; = 1 ), there holds 

(3.3.19) 

In other words, the i-th basis vector ui is mapped in the direction of the i-th basis vector 
yi and 'amplified' by an amount of ai. It thus follows that 

(3.3.20) 

where we used that IIY;II = 1. So, effectively, if we have a general input vector u it will 

first be decomposed by ur along the various orthogonal directions ui. Next, these 
decomposed components are multiplied by the corresponding singular values Land then 
(by Y) mapped onto the corresponding directions yi. If the "energy" in u is restricted to 1, 

i.e.llu; II= lthe "energetically" largest output y is certainly obtained if the u is directed 

along u1 so that u = ul. As a consequence, it is easy to grasp that the induced norm of H 
is related to the singular value decomposition as follows 

(3.3.21) 

In other words, the largest singular value al of H equals the induced norm of H (viewed 
as a function from Rm to Rp) whereas the input UtE Rn defines an 'optimal direction' in 
the sense that the norm of Hut is equal to the induced norm of H. The maximal singular 
value lJt, often denoted by a, can thus be viewed as the maximal 'gain ' of the matrix H, 
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whereas the smallest singular value r7r, sometimes denoted as a, can be viewed as the 

minimal 'gain' of the matrix under normalized 'inputs' and provided that the matrix has 
full rank. ( If the matrix H has not full rank, it has a non-trivial kernel so that Hu = 0 for 
some input u = 0). 

The lL norm for multi variable systems 

Consider the p x m stable transfer function H(s) and let 

H(jw) = Y (jw) I (jw.)U*(jw) (3.3.22) 

be a singular value decomposition of H(jw) for a fixed value of wE R. Since H(jw) is in 
general complex valued, we have that H(jw)E Cpxm and the singular vectors stored in Y 
(jw) and U(jw) are complex valued. For each such w, the singular values, still being real 
valued (i.e. r7iE R), are ordered according to 

where r is equal to the rank of H(s) and in general equal to the minimum of p and m. 
Thus the singular values become frequency dependent. From the previous section we 
infer that for each wE R 

(3.3.23) 

or, stated otherwise, 

(3.3.24) 

so that a( w) = a 1 ( w) viewed as a function of w has the interpretation of a maximal gain 
of the system at frequency co. It is for this reason that a plot of a( w )with wE R can be 
viewed as a multi variable generalization of the Bode diagram. 

Definition Let H(s) be a stable multi variable transfer function . The H"" norm of H(s) is 
defined as 

IIH(st = supa(H(Jw)) (3.3.25) 
"Eoil 

3.4. Weighting Filters 

The H~ norm therefore indicates the maximal gain of the system if the inputs are allowed 
to vary over the class of signals with bounded two-norm. The frequency dependent 
maximal singular value a(Jw), viewed as a function of w, provides obviously more 

detailed information about the gain characteristics of the system than the H"" norm only. It 
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is this function ~(Jw), which is extensively manipulated in H"" control system design to 

meet desired performance objectives. These manipulations are carried out by choosing 
appropriate weights on the signals entering and leaving a control configuration. The 
specification of these weights is of crucial importance for the overall control design and 
is one of the few aspects in lL, robust control design that cannot be automated. The 
choice of appropriate weighting filters is a typical 'engineering skill ' which is based on a 
few simple mathematical observations, and a good insight in the performance 
specifications one wishes to achieve. 

3.4.1. Singular value loop shaping 

The maximal singular values of each of the transfer functions S, T and R play an 
important role in robust control design for multivariable systems. As is seen from the 
definitions of these transfers, the singular values of the sensitivity S (viewed as function 
of frequency w E R) determine both the tracking performance as well as the disturbance 
attenuation quality of the closed-loop system. Similarly, the singular values of the 
complementary sensitivity model the amplification (or attenuation) of the sensor noise '7 
to the closed-loop output y for each frequency, whereas the singular values of the control 
sensitivity give insight for which frequencies the reference signal has maximal (or 
minimal) effect on the control input u. 

All our Hoo control designs will be formulated in such a way that an optimal controller 
will be designed so as to minimize the Hoo norm of a multivariable closed-loop transfer 
function. 

Once a control problem has been specified as an optimization problem in which the Hoo 
norm of a (multi variable) transfer function needs to be minimized, the actual computation 
of an lL, optimal controller, which achieves this minimum, is surprisingly easy, fast and 
reliable. The algorithms for this computation of lL, optimal controllers will be explained 
later. 

Let us consider a simplified version of a lL, design problem. Suppose that a plant P is 
given and suppose that we are interested in minimizing the lL, norm of the sensitivity S = 
(I +PC)"1 over all controllers C that stabilize the plant P. The Hoo optimal control problem 
then amounts to determine a stabilizing controller Copt such that 

min liS (s ~~~ = 11(1 + PC opt t' II 
C Stab ~ 

Such a controller then deserves to be called lL, optimal. However, it is by no means clear 
that there exists a controller that achieves this minimum. The 'minimum' is therefore 
usually replaced by an 'infimum' and we need in general to be satisfied with a stabilizing 
controller Copt such that 
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Yopt = inflls(s ~~ ~II( I+ PC opt )-
1 t ~ y 

CStab = 

(3.4.1.) 

where y ~ Y,P
1 
is a prespecified number which we like to (and are able to) choose as close 

as possible to the optimal value Yopt . For obvious reasons, Copt is called a suboptimal H.., 

controller, and this controller may clearly depend on the specified value of y. Suppose 

that a controller achieves that IIS(s ~L ~ y . It then follows that for all frequencies we R. 

(3.4.2.) 

Thus y is an upper bound of the maximum singular value of the sensitivity at each 
frequency we R. Conclude from (3.4.2.) and the general properties of singular values, 
that the tracking error r- y (interpreted as a frequency signal) then satisfies 

(3.4.3.) 

In this design, no frequency dependent a-priori information concerning the reference 
signal r or frequency dependent performance specifications concerning the tracking error 
r- y has been incorporated. The inequalities (3.4.3) hold for all frequencies. 

3.4.2. The effect of input and output weightings 

We can choose a weighting filter V(s) to model the frequency characteristic of the input 
signal r,. Thus the a priori information of this reference signal has been incorporated in 
the controller design. We can also define weighting filters on the output signals W(s). By 
applying weighting factors to both input signals and output signals we can minimize for 
example the lL norm of the two -sided weighted sensitivity, i.e., a controller could be 
designed so as to achieve that 

for some y.>O. Provided the transfer functions V (s) and W(s) have stable inverses, this 
leads to a frequency dependent upper bound for the original sensitivity. Precisely, in this 
case 

a(s(Jw )) ~ ralv - I (Jw )fr-lw -I (Jw )j (3.4.4) 

from which we see that the frequency characteristic of the sensitivity is shaped by both V 
as well as W. 

Once these filters are specified, a controller is computed to minimize the H ... norm of the 
weighted sensi ti vi ty 
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r j ilt = infjfw(s )s(s )v(s ~' ~ lf(s )(I+ Pet V(s ~L ~ r 
C stab 

(3.4.5.) 

for some y > 0 which is as close as possible to Yfilt· What is important here is that the 
resulting sensitivity satisfies (3 .4.4 ). 

One should try to keep the filters of as low a degree as possible. This is because the order 
of a controller C is in general, equal to the sum of the order of the plant P, and the orders 
of all input weightings V and output weightings W. 

3.5. Robust Stabilization of uncertain systems 

3.5.1. Introduction 

The theory of lL control design is model based. By this we mean that the design of a 
controller for a system is based on a model of that system, and we know that any 
modeling procedure will, in practice, be inaccurate. Depending on our modeling efforts, 
we can in general expect a large or small discrepancy between the behavior of the 
(physical) system that we wish to control and the mathematical model we obtained. This 
discrepancy between the behavior of the physical plant and the mathematical model is 
responsible for the fact that a controller, we designed optimally on the basis of the 
mathematical model, need not fulfill our optimality expectations once the controller is 
connected to the physical system. 

Robust stability refers to the ability of a closed loop stable system to remain stable in the 
presence of modeling errors. For this, one needs to have some insight in the accuracy of a 
mathematical model, which represents the physical system we wish to control, So a 
quantification of model uncertainty is necessary and essential for the design of controllers 
which are robust against those uncertainties. 

3.5.2 Modeling model errors 

Our purpose here will be to only provide upper bounds on modeling errors. Various 
approaches are possible: 

• Model errors can be quantified in the time domain. Typical examples include 
descriptions of variations in the physical parameters in a state space model. 

• Alternatively, model errors can be quantified in the frequency domain by analyzing 
perturbations of transfer functions or frequency responses. 

For frequency domain model uncertainty descriptions one usually distinguishes two 
approaches, which lead to different research directions: 
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• Unstructured uncertainty: model uncertainty is expressed only in terms of upper 
bounds on errors of frequency responses. No more information on the origin of the 
modeling errors is used. 

• Structured uncertainty: apart from an upper bound on the modeling errors, also the 
specific structure in uncertainty of parameters is taken into account. 

For the analysis of unstructured model uncertainty in the frequency domain there are four 
main uncertainty models: 

-Additive uncertainty 

-Multiplicative uncertainty 

- Feedback multiplicative uncertainty 

-Coprime factor uncertainty 

We are interested in the first one, which we explain in the next section. See [3] and [6] 
for more information about the other model uncertainty 

Additive uncertainty 

,--- .J. 1) 

! 

I ' '\ 

i 

Figure 3.4. Additive perturbations 

The simplest way to represent the discrepancy between the model and the true system is 
by taking the difference of their respective transfer functions. That is, 

Pt = P +1'1P (3.5.1.) 

where Pis the nominal model, Pt is the true or perturbed model and t'1P is the additive 

perturbation 

3.5.3. Robust stabilization problem 

For each of the above types of model uncertainty, the perturbation is a transfer function, 
which we assume to belong to a class of transfer functions with an upper bound on their 
H"" norm. Thus, we assume that 
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1 
IIL\11.. 5 r where r ~ o (3.5.2.) 

For a given nominal plant P this class of perturbations defines a class of perturbed 

plants 

which depends on the particular model uncertainty structure. 

Consider the feedback configuration of Figure 3.5. where the plant P has been replaced 
by the uncertain plant Pt. We will assume that the controller C stabilizes this system if 
l\ = 0, that is, we assume that the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable for the 

nominal plant P. An obvious question is how large IIL\11 .. can become before the closed 

loop system becomes unstable. The lL norm of the smallest (stable) perturbation, which 
destabilizes the closed-loop system of Figure 3.5, is called the stability margin of the 
system. 

Figure 3.5. Feedback block with uncertain system 

We can also tum this question into a control problem. The robust stabilization problem 
amounts to finding a controller C so that the stability margin of the closed loop system is 
maximized. The robust stabilization problem is therefore formalized as follows: 

Find a controller C for the feedback configuration of Figure 6.12 such that C stabilizes 

the perturbed plant Pt for all IIL\11.. $ ~ withy > 0 as small as possible (i.e., C makes the 

stability margin as large as possible). 

Such a controller is called robustly stabilizing or optimally robustly stabilizing for the 
perturbed systems Pt. T is problem can be formulated for each of the uncertainty 
descriptions introduced in the previous section, so we can define four types of stability 
margins. 

For additive uncertainties the stability margin is defined as follows: 

• The additive stability margin is the lL norm of the smallest stable P for which the 
configuration of Figure 3.5 with Pt defined by (3.5.1) becomes unstable. 
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Robust stabilization under additive perturbations 

If we consider in the configuration of Figure3.5 additive uncertainty then we can replace 
the block Pt by the configuration of figure. 

To study the stability properties of this system we can equivalently consider the system in 
Figure 3.3 in which M is the system obtained setting r = 0 and pulling out the uncertainty 
block. The stability properties of the configuration are determined by the small gain 
theorem. To obtain robust stability we have to guarantee for both SISO and MIMO 
systems that 

for all wER. 

ff[M (jw )]ff[~(jw )] < 1 

ff[ ~(jw )] < ff[ Ml(jw )] 

Theorem: Robust stabilization with additive uncertainty 

(3.5.3.) 

(3.5.4.) 

A controller C stabilizes Pt = P + ~p for all IIMII < _!_ if and only if 
y 

C stabilizes the nominal plant P 

Remark: M = C(l + PC t = R = Control Sensitivity of the closed loop system 

Hence the control sensitivity reflects the robustness properties of that system under 
additive perturbations of the plant. The smaller the norm of the control sensitivity, the 
greater will be the norm of the smallest destabilizing additive perturbation. 

Cf(M(jw))<_( 
1

. ) ~ 
a R(;w) 

If we like to maximize the additive margin for the closed loop system, then we need to 
minimize the Hoc norm of the control sensitivity R(s) 

3.6. General problem 

So far we are ready to compose the general problem in such a structure, the so-called 
augmented plant, that the problem is well defined and therefore the solution 
straightforward to obtain. 
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3.6.1. Augmented plant 

The augmented plant contains, beyond the process model, all the filters for characterizing 
the inputs and weighting the penalized outputs as well as the model error lines. In Figure 
3.6. the augmented plant is schematized. 

\11/ z <Hl1 pu1 t• 1 lw c·l •lltroll( •d 

( .'( ·") 

c'IJilt.rol inplll 11 y 

,,- i-" ) 

Figure 3.6 Augmented Plant 

All exogenous inputs are collected in w and are the ~-bounded signals entering the 
shaping filters that yield the actual input signals such as reference, disturbance, system 
perturbation signals, sensor noise and the kind. The output signals, that have to be 
minimized in L2-norm and that result from the weighting filters, are collected in z and 
refer to (weighted) tracking errors, actuator inputs, model error block inputs etc. The 
output y contains the actually measured signals that can be used as inputs for the 
controller block K. Its output u functions as the controller input, applied to the augmented 
system with transfer function G(s). Consequently in s-domain we may write the 
augmented plant in the following, properly partitioned form: 

(ZJ =(G11 GtzJ(wJ 
Y Gzl Gzz u 

(3.6.1) 

while 

u = Ky (3.6.2.) 

denotes the controller. Eliminating u and y yields: 

(3.6.3) 

An expression like (3.6.3) in K will be met very often and has got the name linear 
fractional transformation abbreviated as LFT. Our combined control aim requires: 

. llzll2 . II (K~I ffilll sup- = ffilll M .II .. 
K slabitising 1\E L2 ~~~~ 2 K stabilizing 

(3.6.4) 

As the Hx norm is the induced operator norm for functions mapping L2-signals to L2-
signals. Of course we have to check whether stabilizing controllers indeed exist. This can 
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best be analyzed when we consider a state space description of G in the following 
stylized form: 

G: [; 

C2 
B

2

J D E 9\(n+[z)+[y])<(ll+[w)+[u]) 
12 

D zz 

(3.6.5.) 

where n is the dimension of the state space of G while [.] indicates the dimension of the enclosed 
vector. It is evident that the unstable modes (i.e. canonical states) have to be reachable from u so 
as to guarantee the existence of stabilizing controllers. This means that the pair {A,B2} needs to 
be stabilizable. The controller is only able to stabilize, if it can conceive all information 
concerning the unstable modes so that it is necessary to require that {A,C2} must be detectable. 
So, summarizing: 

There exist stabilizing controllers K(s), iff. the unstable modes of G are both controllable by u 
and observable from y which is equivalent to requiring that {A,B2} is stabilizable and {A,C2} is 
detectable. 

3.7. A solution to the general Hoo control problem 

In previous chapters we have been mainly concerned with the design of Hoo controllers, 
i.e, controllers designed so as to minimize the R"' norm of a closed loop transfer function. 
So far, we did not address the question how such a controller is actually computed. In this 
chapter we are going to mention two solutions to this problem: the Riccati-based 
approach and the LMI-based approach because they are implemented in the LMI control 
toolbox. 

3.7.1. Riccati and LMI-based approaches 

The LMI- based approach is computationally more involved for large problems, however 
it has the merit of eliminating the regularity restrictions attached to the Riccati-based 
solution. Since the two approaches are state-space methods, the plant P(s) is given in 
state-space form by 

{

.X = Ax+ B1 w + B2u 

z = C1x+ D11 w+ D12u 

y = C2x+ D21 w+ D22u 

The Riccati-based approach is applicable to plants P satisfying: 

D12 and D21 have full rank 

P!2(s) and P21 (s) have no zeros on the jw-axis 
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Given y>O, it gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of internally 
stabilizing controllers K(s) such that 

IIF(P, K~l~ < y (].7.2 .) 

Specifically, the Hoo performance y is achievable if and onl y if 

(2) The Riccati equations associated with the Hamiltonian pencils 

H -AE =-A(~ ~) 

1-AE= -A(~ ~) 
have stabilizing solutions Xoo andY oo , respectively 

(3) Xoo andY 00 further satisfy 

(3.7.4.) 

(3.7.5.) 

(3.7.6.) 

Using this characterization, the optimal Hoo performance Yopt can be computed by 
bisection (the so-called y-iterations),. An Hoo controller with performance. Y?:-fopt is then 
given by explicit formulas involving Xoo ,Y oo, and the plant state-space matrices. 

In comparison, the LMI approach is applicable to any plant and does not involve y
iterations. Rather, solving the following LMI problem directly optimizes the Hv .. 

Minimize y over R = RT and S = ST such that: 

Or[ AR+ RA' 
RC7 

B, l (N~, 
I 

D ( N ,~ ~ ) <0 C
1
R - yl 

I T .,. II 0 
B, D" -yl 

(~' )r'S+SA SB, c,: J N, ~) < 0 
0 T 

8
1 

S - yl D" 
I 0 

c, D" - yl 

(~ ~)~o 
T T 

where N 12 and N21 denote bases of the null spaces of (B 2· D 12) 
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3.8. An approach to linking identification and control 

In this text we will explain a scheme for identification and control that we need in the 
application example. This scheme can overcome difficulties such as: the process in open 
loop is unstable or nearly unstable, the noise level is too high, the process has some no 
linearity and slight time-variation. In theses cases open loop identification with a liner 
and time - invariant model set may be very difficult or inadequate. So the idea is: first 
apply a primary feedback controller to the original process, for stabilization and 
diminishing of the drawbacks mentioned; then identify this closed loop using a linear 
model set; finally design a controller in the second loop in order to optimize the overall 
system. It will be shown that by this method one will obtain a better model during the 
identification procedure, and that the two-loop system will not introduce restrictions for 
control under a condition that is easy to check. 

3.8.1. The problem and some conventional solutions 

If we have an unstable or nearly unstable process and /or the open process output would 
have too big, we cannot do an open loop identification experiment. There are several 
conventional solutions to this problem that we will review briefly: 

1. Manual control 

2. Closed loop identification 

The shortcoming of the manual control is that is the process has a fast dynamic the 
stabilization by human operator is unreliable or impossible. 

There are mainly three approaches to closed loop identification: 

1. Direct identification 

2. Indirect identification 

3. Join input-output identification 

The first method treats the process input-output data exactly as if they were obtained 
from the open loop experiment. 

The second method determines the open loop system parameters from the estimated 
closed loop system parameters and the knowledge of the controller. 

The third method treats the process input and output jointly as the output of a system 
driven by noise only. 
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The basic problems of the closed loop identification are the process identifiability ami 
accuracy aspects. The question of identifiability is related with the ability of obtaining the 
process characteristics when the number of data tends to infinity . The problem of 
accuracy is related to the quality of the estimates for a finite number of datu. 

The feedback in the closed loop experiments cause the COJTelation between the process 
input and the disturbance and make the identifiabili ty and the accuracy worse. 

The best way for closed loop identification is the direct identification used \\ ith 
prediction error estimation method. Prediction error identification methods need a 
iterative minimization algorithm for computing the estimates. A necessary condition for 
the success of the algorithm is that the predictors should be stable and if the process is 
unstable or nearly unstable this condition is not guaranteed. 

3.8.2. The new scheme 

The feedback control will improve the result of closed loop system identification. hut it is 
not helpful for the original process identification. Be propose the following solution to 
the problem: 

A two step scheme to identification and control for processes: 

1. Perfonn a closed loop experiment 

2. Identification of the closed loop system dynamics. see Figure 3.7. 

3. Design the second loop controller for the closed loop system. based on the closed 
loop system model , in order to improve or to optimize the performance of the 
system. 

u y r 
C1 p 

F1rst Loop 

Figure3.7 ldentification of the closed loop system 
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C2 C1 p 

First Loop 

Second Loop 

Figure 3.8. Design of the second loop controller for the closed loop 

Remarks: 

The identified system model will have better quality than the process model. 

The two-loop structure will not introduce restrictions for the overall control performance. 

3.8.3. The optimality of the two loop system structure 

The question is: Does the system loose the optimality, in other words, can the optimal 
controller for the process be realized by the two-loop structure?. The answer is that not all 
controllers which stabilized the process can be realized by the two-loop structure; a 
sufficient condition to make such a decomposition possible is that Cl(q) is proper and 
stable. See [2]. 
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Chapter 4 

4. Application on high-precision wafer stage 
motion 

4.1. Introduction 

Wafer scanners are opto-mechanical machines for producing integruted circuit s (I( 's) on 
a silicon wafer, using a photolithographic process . The wafer stage is one of the main 
components of a wafer scanner. This is an electromechanical servo system that positions 
the wafer (200-300mm diameter) with respect to the imaging optics. The wah:r stage 
largely determines the throughput (80-100 wafers/h; 80-200 ICs/wafer ) and the accuracy 
of the products and is subject to severe performance requirements. Normal scan speeds 
and accelerations are 0 .5 m/s and 10 m/s2

, respectively. The positioning accuracy is in 
terms of nanometers and micro radians. Such high accuracy is needed regarding the fine 
patterns to be produced (typical dimension: 180-25-nm). Moreover. various luyers 
(typically: 20) of different patterns have to be aligned very accurately with respect to 
each other. 

In today ' s industrial motion control applications, multi-loop SISO (diagonal) controllers 
are still the most widespread for controlling MIMO plants. But the performance 
requirements for wafer stages are ever becoming tighter. due to the trend that roughly 
every 18 months the num er of transistors on an IC is doubled. Thereby the benefits of 
conventional controllers might be sacrificed against the increased performance with 
advanced controllers. 

Wafer stages are controlled in multiple motion degrees-of- freedom (00Fs). but we 
cannot avoid the interaction of the various DOFs. This becomes a major performance
limiting factor with multi-loop SISO control. Advanced MIMO control can be used to 
deal with plant interaction. We are going to use Hoo optimization and we wi ll implement 
the controller by means of the LMI toolbox (MA TLAB ). Besides we wi II compare the 
designed Hoo controller versus a multi-loop SJSO PID and versus a 11 controller. 

In this chapter we will present a MIMO tuning method based on H . control that can be 
easily used by a non-control expert and we want to demonstrate the practical feasibilit y of' 
the design procedure by applying it to an experimental wafer stage. 
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4.2. The Plant 

The wafer stage has six motion DOFs (Degrees of Freedom): Three translations (x,y and 
; \ anu three rotations (Rx. Ry and Rz where the subscript refers to the rotation axis). See 
Figure -L I . Among the six DOFs to be controlled, only y/Rx/z are subject to MIMO 
controller design. These DOFs are especially critical for performance; since in normal 
operation moue the scans are in the y-direction and the disturbances in the Rx- and z
Jircctions are the dominant ones. see below . The other DOFs (x/Rz/Ry) are controlled by 
fourth-order SISO controllers (PID with second-order low-pass) with a fairly low BW. 
The latter makes it possible to neglect the interaction between y/Rx/z on one hand and 

x/Rt/R y on the other hand. So. y/Rx/z can be considered as a 3x3 isolated subsystem for 
which an independent MIMO controller design is justified. 

Figure 4.1 Schematic view of a wafer stage 

The wafer stage must follow reference trajectories for y/ Rx/z (starting and ending at 
standstil l). while x/Rz/Ry must be kept at zero. The y-motion is in the order of 10-1m, 
while the Rx- and z-displacements are in the order of 104 rad and 10-6m. 

4.3. Controller design procedure 

The steps from a control goal towards a digital controller synthesis are sketched. The 

controller design procedure is dedicated to a., feedback controllers for electromechanical 
positioning devices. The general controller design procedure is shown in Figure 4.2. 
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~------~ ... ·~1 Identification Test I 

I IdentifY Model and the Upper Bounds I 

, _____ __...,.11 Controller Design (l-\n) J 

I Robust Stability Test I 

/.._~ No / 

~sed 

J Yes 

I Simulations (using the identified model) I 

,, 
~Real life Test (simulations using the real plant) I 

Figure 4.2. Controller Design Procedure 

As we can see in Figure 4.2 the first step is to achieve the identification test to get the 
data (inputs, outputs) that we need to identify the plant. After that we will identify the 
model using Tai-Ji ID. Based on the model and the upper error bound that returns Tai-Ji 
ID we will try to design a robust controller. In order to check if the controller is actually 
robust against uncertainties we will perform the robust stability test and to finish 

we will evaluate the closed loop system, first using the model and finally using the real 
plant to get a more realistic evaluation. 

After the third step the followings steps need not to be carried out exactly in the same 
order as discussed above. 

If the system fails the robust stability test we have to choices; 

1) to go back third step and redesign the controller (detune the controller) 

2) to go back first step and modify the identification test 
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4.4. The Identification Test and the Identified Model 

I'm going to explain briefly how I've achieved the identification test. I wanted to get the 
pairs of data by means of simulations. See Figure 4.3 

Simulink - Matlab 

Test inputs 

~ 

Plant 
+ 

Noise 

N samples 
zN= [~ Yi) 

.. 

.. 

Figure 4.3. Identification test scheme 

Test outputs 

Yi 

In the simulation scheme I've used an identified model of a real wafer stage. The local 
dynamics of the wafer stage strongly depends upon the position with respect to the 
imaging optics. To quantify this effect, the plant FRF has been identified at five 
equidistant positions along the y-axis, including the canter position (y = 0 m) and the start 
and end positions of the scan. The nominal plant model has been determined for the FRF 
at the center position and after that is reduced. Thereby the reduced -order model has 53 
state variables. See [7] 

We also know that the model is unstable because it has a double integrator. As we know 
from identification theory to achieve the identification of unstable processes in time 
domain is difficult. To avoid the problem I have used the two-step scheme to 
identification and control that I explained in chapter 3.8. See Figure 3.8. 

The procedure: 
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1. Perform a closed loop experiment 

2. Identification of the closed loop system dynamics, see Figure 4.6. The first 
controller is used to stabilize the plant. 

~ C1 u .. p --. .... 
... ~ 

Stable PID Model of a 
Real Wafer Stage 

Figure 
4.6. Plant and stable PID 
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3. Design the second loop controller for the closed loop system, based on the closed 
loop system model, in order to improve or to optimize the performance of the 
system, see Figure 4.7. 

C2 C1 

H infinity Stable PID 

Figure 4.7 Second loop controller 

p 

Model of a 
Real Wafer Stage 

y 

First step: Design Cl controller 

The SISO controllers have been designed independently, based on the three diagonal 
entries of the identified FRF's. Each controller is a series connection of an integrator 
filter ((s+27tf1)/s), a lead-lag filter, a second order low-pass filter, and possibly a notch 
filter. The design objective was to maximize the BW, while preserving good stability 
margins for each of the five identified FRFs. The initial tuning of the other controller 
parameters is based on the FRF for the center position. The controllers have been 
evaluated then for other FRFs and the tuning is continued to accommodate the above 
design objective. The iterative design finally results in a fourth-order Rx-and z
controllers and a sixth-order y-controller that is the only one with a notch. This controller 
was designed for disturbance rejection. 

In the chapter 2.7 we also mentioned that if the controller C I was stable and proper: the 
optimal controller for the process C2 can be realized. As we know a PID controller is not 
stable, in order to get a stabilized PID we are going to replace the integrator by a first 
order transfer function with a pole near zero: 

l 
---1---
s s+O.OOl 

In Figure 4.8 we see the step response of the closed loop system with the stabilized PID. 

4.8. Step response 
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The step responses are almost the same as the original PID. The closed loop system is a 
system with 67 states. 

Second step: Carry out the simulations of the closed loop system (model +stabilized 
PID) 

We have used a filtered RBS (Random Binary Signal) signal. The filter is a low-pass 
filter: 

1 
F(z)--~ 

l-0.8z-' 

A noise signal is added at the output. It is white noise 

The data sample time is Ts = 0.000125 or fs =8Khz. 

Third step: Identify the model 

The simulated input-output data are used in Tai-Ji ID. Figures 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 show the 
results of identified model. 
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The model is a stable system, we can see it in the step response, and it has 61 states, this 
is a lot thereby we have done model order reduction. Figure 4.11 show the upper error 
bound of each frequency response 

Model order reduction 

A popular procedure for model approximation is the method of balanced truncations.See 
[8]. It requires a state truncation of a system, which is represented in balanced state space 
form. In short, a balanced state space representation is a representation for which the 
controllability gramian and the observability gramian are equal and diagonal. The 
reduced order model has 25 states. 

Fourth step: Design the second loop controller. 

It will be explained in the next section. 

4.5 Second loop controller design (C2) 

4.5.1. The control problem and control goals 

The objective of this point is to explain how I have designed an Hoc controller based on 
the identified model. For the controller synthesis we have used Matlab, concretely the 
LMI control toolbox. 

Control goals 

The objective of the project is to develop an MIMO controller that can be tuned easily by 
a non-control expert. 

The control goal is to get good step tracking; thereby we want that the user only give us 
the desired closed loop system response time, so the program inputs are 'tJ. -r2, -r3, with 
them we have built a matrix with the desired closed loop system response. We call this 
matrix specifications matrix or D matrix in the schemes. 

1 
0 0 

Tao!S + 1 

Tel desired= 0 
1 

0 -
Tao2S + 1 

0 0 
1 

Tao3S + 1 

With these specifications we aim to design a controller K such that stabilizes the closed 
loop system and that minimizes the Hoc norm of the error between the closed loop system 
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and the desired closed loop system. This is called in control theory Model - Matching 
Problem. See Figure 4.12 

Tcld 

t 
rf'terence 

e = r - y 
l!ffc.' 

)'(tl)-'G>·Jn)•Ou(nl 
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'l(n)=Cx(n ll[),~n) 
.•~n+ l )=~n l+Bu(n) 

SpNAinll<ons 
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MntlPI 

Figure 4.12. System that we want to minimize 

y 
~tern outl)•rt 

y' 
oewed - Jtput 

·,· -'( 

In other words, we desire a controller C such that the mappingllr ~ y- ilL will be 

minimized, it means that s~,!' IIYIH(II' is minimal. 

Hence we want to minimize: 

1 
0 0 

lrrcL _ real -Tel_ desiredll .. = PC(I +PC t - 0 
1 

0 

0 0 

Where Tcl_real is the closed loop system response: Tel_ real = PC(! + PC t 
The controller guarantee that the system showed in the figure 4.13 ( Tc1d ) is stable. 
However the system that we desire to stabilize is the one ( Tc1) shown in Figure 4.13. 

Td 
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Figure 4.13. Closed loop system 
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By the stability properties we know that if A and B are stable systems then A+B is a 
stable system. If we apply this to our example we can conclude that Tel is stable. See 
Figure 4.14: 

Tcld 

Tel 
real output- desired output 

.... y(n)=Cx(n)+Du(n) ... + ... x(n+1 )=Ax(n)+Bu(n) .. - , 

Closed loop system 
J~ 

We know !hill: Tcld stable 
D stable 

Is Tel stable ? 

D 
Tcld=Tci-D 
Tci=Tcld+D 

r 
by the previous property we can .. y(n)=Cx(n)+Du(n) T cl is stable ... x(n+1 )=Ax(n)+Bu(n) 

say 

Desired closed loop system 

Figure 4.14 

Now that we have explained our control goals we have to compose the general problem 
in such a structure, the so- called augmented plant. 

4.5.2. Build the Augmented Plant 

In Figure 4.15 you can see our control problem transform into the augmented plant. 

Contro 
Input 

I 

s Exogenou 
Inputs 
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Figure 4.15 Augmented Plant 
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The augmented plant contains, beyond the process model, all the filters for characterizing 
the inputs and weighting the penalized outputs as well as the model error lines. Our 
augmented plant has two filters; the D matrix actuating onto the exogenous input (the 
reference) and the output-weighting filter actuating onto the controlled output (error) . 

The exogenous input is the reference: rE R3
x

1
• the control input is uE R3

x
1
• the controlled 

h h d . . . . R l x l d h R 1x l outputs are t e error t at we es1re to mm1m1ze: eE · an t e system output : yE · 
and the measured output is also the output system y. 

I've implemented the controller usisng the lmi control toolbox. The function used to 
specify the connections is sconnect, that computes the system matrix P of the standard H
infinity plant P(s) associated with a given control structure. 

[P,r] = sconnect(inputs,outputs,K_in,Gl_in,gl,G2_in,g2, ... ) 

The control structure is described by the relations between the various signals tlowing in 
the control loop: 

* the string INPUTS lists the exogenous input signals. 

* the string OUTPUTS lists the output signals. 

*the string K_IN gives the inputs of the controller in 

terms of the exogenous inputs and the system outputs. 

* each LTI system G in the loop but the controller is 

specified by its input list G_IN and its SYSTEM 

matrix G. 

See [4] for more help. 

The corresponding function sconnect for the augmeted plant shown in the figure 4.10 is 
the next: 

[Paug,r]= sconnect('r(3);u(3)', 'W; r-P' ,[], 'P:u' ,model, 'D:r' ,Specifications, 'W: P-D' ,Filter); 

The augmented plant is a system with 31 states (model: 25 states. output fi lter: 3 states. 
specifictions matrix: 3 states), 3 inputs and 3 outputs. 

4.5.3. Controller Syntheses 

The function used for the controller synthesis is dhit~flmi, that given a discrete -time plant 
P computes the best H infinity performance GOPT in the interval IGMIN.GMAX I as 
well as an H_infinity controller K(z) that: 
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* internally stabilizes the plant, and 

* yields a closed-loop gain no larger than GOPT. 

Dhinflmi implements LMI-based approach and there is one assumption on P(z); it should 
be stabilizable and detectable.the 

The general structure is the following: 

[gopt,K,Xl,X2, Yl, Y2] = dhinflmi(P ,r ,gmin,tol,options) 

Input: 

P plant SYSTEM matrix (see LTISYS) 

R 1 x2 vector specifying the dimensions of D22. That is, 

R(l) = nbr of measurements 

R(2) = nbr of controls 

GMIN user-specified target for the closed-loop performance. 

Set GMIN=O to compute GOPT, and set GMIN = GAMA to test 

whether the performance GAMA is achievable. 

TOL relative accuracy required on GOPT (default= le-2). 

Output: 

GOPT best H_infinity performance 

K central H_infinity controller for gamma = GOPT 

See [4] for more help. 

4.5.4. Output Weighting 

At the beginning I used only the matrix D to synthesize the controller. The resulting 
system had steady-state errors.To solve this problem an output weighting filter is used to 
introduce integral actions in the controller. 

The weighting filter is as follows: 
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z1 
0 0 

s+w1 

F= 0 
z2 

0 
s+w2 

0 0 
z3 

s+w3 

The time to steady state of the identified model (settling time) are T y = 0.0035s, TRx = 
0.046s, T z = 0.084s. If we want to improve the closed loop system response time we 
should give smaller specifications to the system in the matrix D. At the end the fit of the 
two filters has been done by trial and error. After several experiments the results are the 
followings: 

10 
0 0 

s + 0.001 

Output filter: F = 0 
10 

0 
s + 0.001 

0 0 
10 

s + 0.001 

1 
0 0 

0.0003s + 1 

Specification matrix: D = 0 0 
0.0007s + 1 

0 0 
1 

0.0007s+ 1 

4.6 Robust Stability Analysis 

As I have explained in the chapter 3.5.3 in order to guarantee that the designed controller 
C stabilize the closed loop system under additive uncertainties the system has to fulfill 
this condition: 

a(M'(jw)p(R(jw))<l=>a(M'(jw))< _ ( 
1

. ) 
a R(Jw) 

Where M' is the upper error bound that returned Tai Ji Id, R is the control sensitivity of 
the closed loop system and a is the maximal singular value. 
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4. 7. Second loop PID Controller 

I want to compare the obtained MIMO controller with the classical multi-loop SISO 
controllers to see if the MIMO control can improves the performance with multi-loop 
SISO control. I'm going to use the multi-loop PID that I mentioned in the point 4.3 (Cl 
controller) to achieve this comparison but I'm also interested of designing C2 like a 
multi-loop PID using the multi-loop pidl in the first control loop. See scheme shown in 
Figure 4.11. 

C2 

y(n)=Cx(n)+Ou(n) 
x(n+ 1 )=Ax(n)+Bu(n) 

New mu~iloop PID 

C1 

y(n)=Cx(n)+Du(n) 
x(n+1 )=h(n)+Bu(n) 

Stable Multiloop PID 

Second Loop 

Figure 4.16 

First Loop 

Design procedure of a second Multi-loop SISO PID controller 

p 

y(n)=Cx(n)+Du(n) 
x(n+ 1 )=Ax(n)+Bu(n) 

Model of a 
Real Wafer Stage 

y 

We want to design a SISO PID for each element of the diagonal of the "real plant" 
(model of a real wafer stage + multi-loop PID). We are going to do it with Tai Ji ID 
because it includes a robust PID auto tuner for the tuning of regulatory control loops. 

The procedure that we will follow is the next: 

Identify each siso system (each transfer function of the diagonal) 

Try to find the best PID for each transfer function 

Simulate the closed loop system, shown in Figure 4.16. 

Identification 

The test inputs are filtered RBS signals. Moreover I add a 4% white noise to the system 
output. The three SISO simulations have been performed and identified models has been 
obtained to use in PID tuning. 

Design the PID controller 

The only tuning parameter is the closed-loop reference time constant. 

Results 

We have tried two different multi-loop PIDs for the second controller C2: 

The first one with the followings closed loop system response time: 
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Taol = 0.002s 

Tao2 = 0.002s 

Tao3 = 0.00 15s 

These values are bigger that the ones obtained with the first multi-loop PID controller 

The second one with the followings closed loop system response time: 

Taol = O.OOls 

Tao2 = 0.001 s 

Tao3 = O.OOls 

These values are smaller that the ones obtained with the first multi-loop PID controller. 

In Figures 4.17 and 4.18 I compare the step response obtained with the existing PID 
versus the step response obtained using the second loop scheme with other multi-loop 
PID as C2. See scheme shown in Figure 4.16. 
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Figure 4.17 Step response, blue/solid: second multi-loop PID,red/dashed:existing PID 
Taol=0.002, Tao2=0.002, Tao3=0.0015 
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Step responses, Blue/solid: second muh~oop PIO Rtdlt)ltht d:existing PID 

Figure 4. I 8 Step response, blue/solid: second multi-loop PID, red/dashed: existing PID 
Taol=O.OOI , Tao2=0.001 , Tao3=0.001 

We see in the figures that we cannot improve the existing PID with the two-loop scheme. 
Hence I conclude that the exi sting PID is more or less the best PID that we can get for 
step-tracking. 

4.8. First loop Jl controller 

I have not desi gned a ll controller but one has been provided. I will use this controller to 
compare with the H~ controller. 

ll Synthes is offers the possibility to explicitl y account for structured model uncertainties 
by transformin g estimates of the magnitudes of the uncertainties into, possibly frequency
dependent. scaling filters. For a robust performance problem with an explicit uncertainty 
description ll , ll synthesi s is recommended. "ll" Abbreviates " structured singular value" 
that is a generali za ti on of the maximum singular value. The goal is to design a controller 
K that stabili zes the closed-loop system for all uncertainties contained in the specified 
uncertainty model and that minimizes the ll- value of the closed loop transfer function 
Mt..Thi s is called ll synthesis : 

mJnJJM 6 (s ~~ P with jjM 6 (s t = s~p JL 6 (M 6 (Jw )) 

The ll controller has was not specifically designed to "optimize' the step response. 
Rather. it was designed for disturbance rejection. 
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4.9. Control System Evaluation 

The final step is to check whether the intended control objectives have been achieved. 
The final assessment should be based on experiments, such that the disturbance 
suppression properties, the robustness against uncertainties, the step -tracking, and other 
controller qualities can be checked. Simulations are often useful to save time by detecting 
shortcomings of the controller prior to the implementation. 

I'm going to evaluate the performance of the closed loop system by means of simulation 
studies and the analysis of some relevant transfer functions. 

In the first simulations I've used the identified model. See Figure 4.19 

C2 C1 + Plant 

r 
y(n)=Cx(n)+Ou(n) y(n)=Cx(n)+Ou(n) y .. + 

... - ... x(n+1 )=Ax(n)+Bu(n) ... x(n+1 )=Ax(n)+Bu(n) 
~~ 

H infinity Identified Model 

Figure 4.19 Simulation Scheme using the identified model 

In order to have a more realistic result I have achieved simulations using the "real plant" 

(the model of a real wafer stage and the Stable PID). See Figure 4.20. 

C2 

y(n)=Cx(n)+Ou(n) 
x(n+ 1 )=Ax(n)+Bu(n) 

H infinity 

C1 

y(n)=Cx(n)+Ou(n) 
x(n+ 1 )=Ax(n)+Bu(n) 

Stable PID 

Second Loop 

First Loop 

Figure 4.20 Realistic simulation 

p 

y(n)=Cx(n)+Ou(n) 
x(n+1 )=Ax(n)+Bu(n) 

Model of a 
Real Wafer Stage 

y 

The closed -loop performance of the MIMO controller is assessed in the frequency and 
time domain. Comparisons are made with the conventional multi-loop SISO controller 
and also with a J..l controller. 

4.10. Results 

The next results have bee obtained for these parameters: 

Specifications: 
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Tao1 = 0.0003 

Tao2 = 0.0007 

Tao3 = 0.0007 

Sample time: 

Ts = 0.000125 

4.10.1. Robust Stability Test 

Lets go to see if the controller stabilizes the system under uncertainties (upper error 
bound). In Figure 4.21 we have the two graphs that we have to compare: The maximal 
singular value of the upper error bound (blue) and the inverse of the maximal singular 
value of the control sensitivity (green). If the blue line is below the green one it means 
that the controller pass the stability test. We also see that the system is very robust 
because the two lines are far away. 
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4.10.2. Step-Tracking 

I'm going to start evaluating the behavior of the controllers for set point following such 
as steps because the controller has been designed to optimize the step response. 

Figure 4.22 shows the system response using the identified model and the "real 
plant"(Real wafer stage model + stable PID). 

Step r11ponsu, Blualsohd·real plant Red/dashed: model 

- ;[ : : : _r---- n. ~ 
2o D.D2 COol 006 008 01 012 

r .... . SK 

Figure 4.22 Step response, blue/solid: real plant, red/dashed : identified model 

We see that both responses are very similar. 

1L controller versus existing PID controller 

The system output and the control input are shown in Figures 4.23, and 4.24. 
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'\17-----.r--~~~---------

Tame(;) 

Figure 4.23 Step response, blue/solid: lL controller, red/dashed: PID controller 

Figure 4.24 Control input, blue/solid: IL controller, red/dashed: PID controller 

We see that the step response of the closed loop system with the H.., controller is better 
than with the multi-loop PID. The overshoot has been reduced a lot, there is less 
interaction and the system response is faster. The control action with the H.., controller is 
a little bit stronger than with the multi-loop PID controller. 
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H... controller versus J.L controller 

The system output and the control input are shown in Figures 4.25, and 4.26. 

·t ~~-··-~-==-~===-~ 
0 0.02 O.IM 0.06 O.tll 0 1 0 12 

· E~~-,~~~y' · ~'- ~ ~ . · l 
0 0.02 O.IM 0.06 O.tll 0.1 0 12 

·J ~ : :- ~ · ~- ~ 
0 0.02 O.GI ~-!\.., O.tll 0.1 0.12 

Figure 4.25 Step response, blue/solid: H.., controller, red/dashed: J..1. controller 

Figure 4.26 Control input, blue/solid: H.., controller. red/dashed: Jl controller 

The Hoo controller is better than the ll controller. The step response of the Hoo controller 
has less overshoot, it is faster and there is less interaction. 
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4.10.3. Disturbance Rejection 

IL controller versus existing PID controller 

The system outputs are shown in Figures 4.27. Moreover, we have the standard deviation 
of the three system outputs. 

The system with the PID has better behavior agai nst disturbances than the system with 
the H~ controller, it is reflected in the figure and also in the standard deviation of the 
system outputs. It is due to the multi-loop PID controller has been designed for good 
disturbance rejection and the H~ controller has been designed for good step-tracking. 

10 

"' 5 
~ 

:; 0 
a. 

8 -5 

-10 
0 

"' 5 ,;.; 
:; 0 
.e-
8 -5 

0.2 0.3 0.4 
------,-L---'_,-ill-c___~L____ij 

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

Time - Sec 

H~ controller std(Yy/Rx/z) = [3.98 3.74 4.33] 
PID controller std(Yy/Rx/z) = [2.36 2.36 2.63] 

Figure 4.27 Disturbance Rejection, blue/solid: H., controller, green/dashed: PID 
controller 

lL controller versus J-1. controller 

The system outputs and its standard deviation are shown in Figures 4.28. Again the 
system with the ).! controller has better disturbance rejection than the system with the Hoo 
controller. It is also due to the ).! controller has been designed for good disturbance 
rejection. 
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System Outputs, Blue/Solid: Hlnfinity Green/Oashed:MU 
10 

;.; 

~ 0 
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0.1 
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0.2 0.3 0.4 
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0.5 
Time - Sec 

0.6 

06 

Hoo controller std(Yy/Rx/z) = [3.98 3.74 4.33] 

J..1. controller std(Yy/Rx/z) = [2.39 2.56 2.49] 

'· -r--r--r-n----,-~-r---,--, 

0.7 08 0.9 

0.7 0.8 0.9 

Figure 4.28 Disturbance Rejection, blue/solid: H.., controller, green/dashed: J..1. 

controller 

I have not designed the controller to optimize the disturbance rejection. If we want to 
decrease the effect of the disturbance d on the output y, we can design the controller C 
such that the Hoo norm of the sensitivity S is minimized in the frequency band where d has 
most of its power or where the disturbance is most disturbing. See section 3.2.2. 

4.10.4. Sensitivity 

I'm going to show now the plots of the sensitivity of the system for each controller; 
multi-loop PID, Hoo controller and J..1. controller. 
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Computed Sensitivity 

1-.lcontrnller Multi-loop PID controller Hoo controller 

' .~· 

to;o' l<!"'" ·~" .- "!!"' 101• to' 
. . ... ot .... l .._v...< - ·-

Figure 4.29 Singular Values of the Computed Sensitivity 

Identified Sensitivity 

~-A controller Multi-loop PID controller 

. II~ 
·. ~! I 

-~ 
<oJr 
,,. ~~· 1~; 

Hoo controller 

Figure 4.30 Singular Values of the Identified Sensitivity 

~· 

The sensitivity transfer function for the multi-loop PID and the 1...1. controller are almost 
the same. The sensi ti vi ty for the H= controller has the same shape but the slope is 
smal ler . If we want to reduce the disturbances we should increase the slope of this 
transfer function to gets smaller values of low frequency . 

4.10.5. Robust Stability Test for other working points 

This time we Jo not know if the controller will pass the robust stability test. But it is not a 
prohlen1 hecause I Jon 't want to propose a robust controller that stabilizes the system for 
all \\orking points like the ll controller do. because we improve the robustness but at the 
cost of worsen the performance for the nominal model. I suggest a multiple controller 
approach. 
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Multiple controller approach 

The idea is to design an optimal controller based on robust control (Hoo control problem 
formulation inherently exhibit some robustness against model uncertainty) for each 
working point and switch among the controllers when it was needed. One may think that 
this is a more complex solution and it is more expensive. But with the developed MIMO 
auto-tuner it takes less than 10 minutes (1 s the identification test. 2s to identify the model 
and 5-l 0 min the controller synthesis). 

4.11. Comments on the results 
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I have developed a MIMO H"" optimal controller based on robust control for the high 
precision wafer stage motion that has been designed to optimize the step- tracking. 

I have compared the H"" controller with a Multi -loop PID controller and a fA controller 
and I can conclude that I have improved the step response decreasing the overshoot. 
diminishing the interaction and making the system faster. Moreover I have checked 
the controller behavior against disturbances and it cannot overcome the other 
controllers. This is due to the Multi-loop PID controller and the fA controller have 
been designed to optimize the disturbance rejection and we know that there is a trade 
off between good tracking and good disturbance rejection . I cannot optimize hoth 
things as much as I want, there will be some compromise. But if we need to reduce 
the disturbances we can redesign the controller in order to achieve this. minimizing 
the H"" norm of the sensitivity transfer function in both the disturbance and the 
tracking band. 

I have tested the robustness of the system and the H"" controller has passed the robust 
stability test, it means that the system will remain stable under additive uncertainties. 

I have designed an optimal controller for the working point (y = 0), I have checked if 
the system is still stable when the wafer stage is working at other operating points and 
this time the controller failed the test. This is not a problem because my goal is not to 
design one controller for the whole operating range (j.l controller has this purpose). 
My objective is a multiple-controller approach. In other words. we want to design an 
optimal controller for each working point that guarantee a very good performance and 
switch among the controllers. Thus the system does not lose performance for other 
points as it happens wi th the j.l controllers. 
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Chapter 5 

5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

5 .1. Conclusions 

• I have developed an MIMO tuning method based on identification and Rx, control to 
provide some robustness to the system. 

• The method that is easy to use and applicable. Easy because the user only have to 
introduce the closed loop time constant of the system, applicable because it is easy to 
implement it (ls, to achieve the identification test, 2s to identify the model and 5-10 
min to synthesize the controller). 

• I have applied the method on a high-precision wafer stage motion with the aim to 
optimize the step tracking. The obtained Hoo controller works with a high 
performance. 

• I have compared the Hoo controller with a Multi-loop PID and a j..l controller designed 
for the wafer-stage motion control. The simulations show that the Hoo controller 
improves the step response versus the other controllers however it reduces less the 
disturbances. 

• I have checked the robust stability of the system working with the Hoo controller 
against modeling uncertainties and it passed the test successfully. 

• I have proposed a Multiple-Controller Approach to handle other working points of the 
wafer stage. 

5.2. Recommendations 

• To design the controller in order to optimize disturbance rejection, both disturbance 
rejection and good tracking. 

• Try with H2 control theory. 
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• Study experimentally what will happen if in the two loop scheme C' I is a PlD 
(unstable) because we know that if the first controller is stable the optimality of the 
second loop is guaranteed but we don't know anything if this condition is not 
fulfilled. 
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Appendix 1 User's Guide 

In this appendix I'm going to make a small user's guide to use the matlab files of the 
auto-tuning method. 

In the folder wafer _stage8kz one can find all the matlab files. It contains three folders: 
identification, noisemodelpd and calculo _new _pd. 

Identification 

The programs to achieve the identification are stored in the folder with the same name. 

First run the script model_pd.m 

In this program I load the matlab data file that contains the model of a real wafer stage 
and the 3 SISO PIDs. I transfor the PIOs into stabilized PIOs and finally I transform the 
model and the MIMO PIO into a lti format. Moreover I simulate the closed loop system 

(model+ stabilized PIDs). 

I save the workspace with the mane New_pd. 

Second run the script Test_sig_noise_pd.m 

In this program I prepare the test inputs, I simulate the closed loop system (model + 
stabilized PIOs) to get the outputs and finally I create the matlab file model8k.mat that we 
have to load in Tai Ji 10. 

Other less important programs that there are in the folder are perturbation.m, 
id_sensitivities.m and computed_sens_mu_pid.m. The first one is to achieve the 
identification of the sensitivity transfer function with the three controllers (Multi-loop 
PIOs, J.l. and Hoo) it creates the files Spid.mat, Smu.mat and Shinfmat that we have to load 
in Tai-Ji 10, the second one is to show the pictures of the identified Sensitivity and the 
last one is to plot the singular values of the computed sensitivity (Multi-loop PIDs, and J.!) 
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Controller design 

The programs related with the controller design are stored in the folder with the name 
noisemodelpd. 

You have to copy first the file model8k.qck that returns Tai JI 10 with the model and the 
upper error bound in this folder. 

There is a main program that call to the other functions. So you only have to run the 
program mainlmi. m. 

In the table you can see the scheme of the script mainlmi.m 

Mainlmi.m 

TransformTaJiresultslti sinred.m -

Hinfcontroller_Lmi.m OutputFilter.m 

--+--------------- - ·-

Check_robust_stabi I i ty .m 

second_stabi lity _test.m 

Closed _loop_eval uation ,m 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

---------·-·-

SimulationsHinf.m HINF LMicon troll .mdl -

HINF _LMicontrol.mdl 

Calculate the second Multi-loop PID (C2) 

The programs related with the second PID design are stored in the folder with the name 
calculo _new _pd. 
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